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Following up on his first coaching book,
Coaching Archery, which was written
to help beginning to intermediate coach-
es, Steve Ruis has a new offering to
archery coaches everywhere. This time,
the topics are on the full gamet of
coaching topics, including:
• The Physical Shot (9 Chapters)
• Our Equipment (10 Chapters)
• The Mental Shot (6 Chapters)
• Target Panic (4 Chapters)
• On Coaches and Coaching
(16 Chapters)

• On Learning More (2 Chapters)
Topics range from the role of emotion

in the making of an archery shot, to teach-
ing the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their ath-
letes (and one another) as well as five

major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach and are looking

for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

�

http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr


When Jonathan Miller’s fine
series on creating a college archery
club wrapped up, I was looking for a
followup and I thought a series on
coaching at the college level would be
natural.Shortly thereafter I saw a note
about the college archery coach of the
year and sent an email inquiring about
whether he wished to write about his
experiences. No answer. That is the
most common response to my “How
would you like to write about . . .”
questions: either “no” or no answer at
all. I then checked in with the folks at
U.S. College Archery and they gave
me three suggestions, the first of
which was a Jackpot! We now have
Coach Bob Ryder of James Madison
University, a very successful fellow,
writing on the topic for us and you.

Coach Ryder’s first offering is to
encourage you to offer your services
to a nearby college or university. His
willingness to tackle this topic is
especially valuable to me as I just
agreed to coach the University of
Chicago’s team.

Give Bob’s first article a read and
then consider taking the leap yourself.

BobRyder is not the only new author
we have this month. We also intro-
duce Doug Brown, a self-professed
“archery addict” who has written a
review of an instructional DVD for
you. Our thinking is you don’t want
to plunk down your hard earned cash
until you know what you are going to
get. This is why we offer book and
instructional DVD reviews in AFm.

We also have Tom Dorigatti
reporting on a really cool training aid
(Finally! Ed.) which he ran across
and is now clueing us all in on. (If
you haven’t noticed I have wailed
about there not being any good
training aids for archers and now
with the Shot Trainer and this new
one, we are on a roll. Here’s hoping
they keep coming.)

In addition I wrote something
for you coaches out there and there
are two more offerings from the
AER people, addressed to coaches
and to newish archers.

Enjoy!

One Thing Leads to Another

editorial

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, or other
e-Reader.

(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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Shooting Form, A DVD Review
by Doug Brown
Various books and DVDs promise to tell you “secrets” that you can
not get elsewhere. Is this video an instructional font of wisdom?
New AFm author Doug Brown tells us what he thinks.
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page 14
Taking the Leap into
Coaching College Archery
by Bob Ryder
When the “Creating a College Archery Club” series concluded we
thought the next logical step was to get a college coach to write
about coaching at the college level. We lucked out and landed
the perfect person to tackle this topic: Coach Bob Ryder of James
Madison U. This is his first offering.

page 6
The True Shot Coach, A Review
by Tom Dorigatti
The Editor of this magazine has often decried the lack of quality
training aids for archers. With the offering of the Ad Astra Shot
Trainer and now the True Shot Coach, maybe this is turning
around. Tom Dorigatti reviews the latest in really useful training
aids.

page 20
Indoor Spots and Indoor Bows
by Larry Wise
Larry Wise shares his wealth of experience in getting you com-
pound archers set up for the indoor season. Everything from
bows, stabilizers and sights to arrows and tuning is included.
Enjoy!
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page 37
Why You Need to
Learn a Shot Sequence
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
Once you have the basics down, you need a framework for further
learning. This is the role played by a “shot sequence,” which you will
begin to learn about here.

The
Official Magazine of
Archery Education
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page 34
Why You Need to
Teach a Shot Sequence
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
After beginning archers have dealt with the basics, it is important to
introduce them to a shot sequence. The necessity of this is explained
here. It is for you coaches as much as for your archers.

page 30
Following Up on Following Through
by Steve Ruis
Learning all about form flaws wasn’t so hard. What to do about
them seems tougher, though. The author provides some of his
thoughts on coaching this phase of a shot, basically “the shot is
not over until the bow bows.”
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Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now con-
centrates on coaching archery, writing, and vol-
unteer work. Most recently Larry was one of
four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The teamwon 13medals including seven
golds. As well as giving private coaching ses-
sions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting form
for using back tension and gives the participants
a written individual plan for practice and form
inprovement.

Doug Brown is a retired California law
enforcement officer, who has been actively
shooting archery since 1993. He is a current
member of Lodi Bowmen, California and Tra-
ditional Archers of California. He has been an
NFAAMarked 3 –DNational Champion sev-
eral times in both FS and Traditional-
Recurve. Doug is also an NFAA basic and
intermediate archery instructor. He confesses
that “I am addicted to archery.”

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-Ameri-
can and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge, Tour-
nament Director for over 25 National Archery
Championships, including National Indoor,
Target, and Field Championships, past Vice-
President and member of the NAA Board of
Governors, past Chairman and Executive
Committee Member of the College Division of
the NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
He is currently Head Coach of the James
Madison University Archery Team which has
produced 42 All-Americans, 16 National
Champions, 23 National Team Titles and 14
World Champions during his tenure.
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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Many coaches and archers have a big nemesis with regard
to shooting form; that being themanner the archer learns
to set their bow hand into the grip of their bow. It is so
easy for coaches and others who are helping you to say
such things as, “knuckles at 45 degrees, light touch with
the first finger against the front of the riser, relax your
hand,” or “just let the bow seek its natural position in your
hand and just let it happen.” This is easy to say, but you
find yourself still performing all sorts of gyrations in try-
ing to accommodate “proper” bow hand positioning onto
your bow.

If you look at top professional archers, you will see
quite a few variations of bow grips. For the most part,
however, one element is common; that being that nearly
all of them have minimal to zero contact on the bow riser
past the “life-line” of their hand. In years past,most of the

bows had a higher wrist style grip, made out of materials
from plastic to rubber to wood.This made it much easi-
er to have your bow hand seek its natural position. Over
the past several years, however, most people are shooting
right off the riser and those grip angles have forced us
into a very, very low-wrist position, which can be very
sensitive to hand angle both in the vertical and horizon-
tal planes. Add to this that bows have gotten significant-
ly shorter (I speak of compound bows here) which adds
to the problem of induced cable guard torque, which in
turn, if you aren’t gripping the bow correctly, youwill sim-
ply add to this torque and significantly reduce your con-
sistency and accuracy.

Since setting the bow hand properly should be done
very early in the shot sequence and not when you come
to anchor, it is more of your shot’s foundation than most

by Tom Dorigatti

The True Shot Coach,
A Review



of you imagine. Changing
your bow grip while at full
draw can cause you to
induce even more torque
than you had before that
point in your shot execution!
Then, many shooters begin
to form all sorts of maneu-
vers that they think are
helping their consistency;
anything from folding their
fingers under so the side of your hand doesn’t contact the
riser, to fanning their fingers straight out and away (and
thus shooting with a tight bow-hand). The other
extreme, what coaches call “choking” the bow with your
hand or “grabbing the bow” is something quite prevalent
in a lot of beginning to mid-level archers. The last issue
is extremely common when an archer is over-bowed, set
with too long of a draw length, or is shooting without any
sort of sling or tethering system attached to the bow to
keep it from flying out of the hand. It is also common to
see a person with an “open hand” grab the bow just after
they trigger the release or worse yet, even grab the bow
just as they trigger the release. Both of these items rob
shooters of consistency and accuracy and also create
problems with poor arrow flight.

There is a new product just out on the market that is
designed to address the problemmost of you readers have
with regard to your grip on the bow.Finally, after all these
years, someone designed a device that will, in my opin-
ion, make the lives of coaches and shooters a lot easier
when it comes to learning a correct grip on the bow.This
new product is appropriately called the “True Shot
Coach” (pat. pending). This tool was designed and
invented by Randy Peck of Don’t Choke Archery.

The focus of this article is to review the effectiveness
of this simple training tool and whether it can, if used
properly, shorten the learning curve for proper hand
placement for beginners and even advanced archers. I
want to offer up the reasoning behind the creation of the
product, offer up some real-life experience with the prod-
uct, and let you make your own decision as to whether or
not this tool should become part of your arsenal; either as
a training aid or as a full time part of your equipment.

What is the
True Shot Coach?

TheTrue Shot Coach is a soft, semi-rigid device that you
place onto your bow hand before you begin to attempt to
draw the bow. It fits quite comfortably, even with the use

of a finger sling (see photo
left). It comes in a variety of
sizes to fit different hands
and colors as well.

The Rationale
for This Review
When I became aware of
this training tool’s existence,
I contacted Randy Peck
from Don’t Choke Archery

and purchased a device from him. I am having problems
getting my grip consistent from shot setup to shot setup
and figured that I had nothing to lose by trying one. I
liked it well enough I subsequently decided to do a review
concerning this new product. I started out by asking
Randy how he came up with the idea for this device as
the first question on a questionnaire.

Many of us think that people with years and years of
experience and shelves full of awards and trophies are the
ones that you need to listen to. You tend to disregard
things put forth by “rookies” or “newbies”, or even those
that used to be the big names in the sport.Well, we can
all think of many products today that were created by
non-engineers and people with open minds who were
simply out to solve the problem the easy way. So much
for years of experience! Often times, the obvious is over-
looked by the professionals. People without tunnel vision
look at the root of the problem and allow simplicity to
rule. Such is the case with the True Shot Coach!

The Questionnaire
Randy Peck was most cooperative. He was completely
candid about his product, its use, and how it came into
being. Here are his responses. You are likely to be sur-
prised, just as I was; however the surprises are quite pleas-
ant and refreshing.
1. How long have you been in archery?
Six years. I harvested my first big game animal in
August, 2005.

2. Are you primarily a target archer or a bowhunter?
Bowhunter.

3. When competing, do you generally compete more in
3-D, field archery, or indoor archery?
Randy’s response was short and to the point: “I don’t
compete.” Yes! A non-competitor comes up with a
solution to an age-old problem!

4. Obviously, you’ve experienced problems with bow
hand positioning. That is the inspiration for your
invention.However, how did you come about the idea

7Archery Focus
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to use something like this to aid in proper bow hand
positioning?
I was reading an article on proper grip to eliminate
torque and increase accuracy.The conclusion was that
if you had a place to rest your fingers instead of on the
riser, a person could eliminate unwanted torque. So
the idea of proper hand placement (knuckles at a 45
degree angle) and elimination of torque (1. by not
placing your fingers on the riser or 2. having a place
for your fingers to rest) was born.

5. We notice that the True Shot Coach is basically in the
shape of a pentagon. Is there any particular reason for
choosing that shape for the True Shot Coach?

The angled part is at 45 degrees to ensure proper
hand placement. The curved top is for your fingers to
rest just below the joints with comfort to ensure a

relaxed feel. If you look at the pictures on the instruc-
tion card you will notice the angle is parallel to the riser
and the knuckles will be at a 45 degree angle and the
fingers are relaxed. This all ensures a proper relaxed
hand placement that can be repeated time and time
again to improve accuracy.

6. The sizing parameters are interesting. How did you
come about the sizing dimensions you recommend
for the best fit?
This is still a work in progress.The large wasmodeled
after my hand and the small after my son’s hand for

the best comfort after using many prototypes.
7. Concerning the sizes. Do you feel it is better to have
the item a bit oversized?Why?
I personally would rather be a bit oversized. Reason
being it restricts me from bending my knuckles to
much. Some people feel more comfortable with a
touch smaller because they are not so restricted.Once
a person understands the concept they can shoot any
size.Then it’s all about comfort.

8. Do you have any plans to incorporate a finger sling or
similar item into the design of the True Shot Coach?
The prototype is on my desk now. Neet (my manu-
facturer) and I are finalizing the details now. It should
be available before this article prints. (Author’s note:
This answers a question I’m sure you already had
come up with, doesn’t it?)

9. Are there any particular “Do’s and “Don’ts” with
regard to using the True Shot Coach? Please explain?
Do’s: Follow the instructions. Sometimes people
understand it easier by adding a step without the bow.
I tell people to: 1. put your hand out as you are saying
stop. 2. Rotate your fingers to the 10 o’clock position
if you’re a right-handed archer, 2 o’clock if you are a
left-handed archer. 3. Relax your fingers on the True
Shot Coach. Once a person understands without the
bow it is easier with it. Look at the pictures and try to
imitate that look. It has proper hand placement and
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eliminates the torque.
Don’ts: Don’t squeeze it, just relax. A relaxed hand is
repeatable.

10. I know some archers will be concerned about the
legality of using the True Shot Coach in competitions.
Is the True Shot Coach a legal item to use competi-
tively?
The True Shot Coach is being used in IBO, ASA,
and NFAA for competition. In fact several users have
already won several competitive events while using
theTrue ShotCoach.We have checkedwith FITA and
NAA, and those judges have told us that the True
Shot Coach is legal for use in FITA and NAA as well.

Testimonials
I am only including some of the manufacturer’s testimo-
nials in this article because I know you like to hear things
from other people besides just the reviewer. I have inten-
tionally not attached the names of those persons giving
said testimonials.
• “Got my True Shot Coach last week. Personal best for
me the 1st time I used it! More X’s and more inside
outs than I’ve ever shot.”

• “Liked it so much that I decided to use it during the
two day championship shoot.Trial by fire so to speak.
I’ve been fighting L-R’s recently and know its incon-
sistent bow hand placement and sometimes grabbing
the bow. Not a lot, but 4˝-6˝ L or R will give you a
four instead of a nickel in field archery. It felt weird at
first but I quickly got accustomed to it. My L-R’s
were a bunch better. I ended up 2nd in the Men’s AA
Freestyle Division (still can’t beat on of my best
friends!).The best finish I’ve ever had. I’ll be wearing
this thing for indoors comeDecember, and so will my
wife.” Good product at a good price.”

• “No lefts, that’s right no lefts! I have been shooting for
several years and I have a tendency to shoot left. I was
introduced to theTrue Shot Coach a couple of weeks
ago frommy boss who wanted me to try the product.
Needless to say, after shooting the TSC I broke one
of my arrows and my group at 20 yards went a little
smaller than I have previously shot before. I was real-
ly impressed that I did not have any lefts with this
product.”

• “My typical indoor scores have been 300/46 X’s, so I
know I can produce a good score, but not enough X’s
to truly compete. Today I used the True Shot Coach
and shot 300/53 X’s. More importantly, when I
looked at the shot patterns on the 5-spot target, my
groups re noticeably tighter. I had one line cutter from

a poor release, but in general, I was able to eliminate
the bow torque I was producing before.”
Yes, I know that the testimonials sound like part of

an “advertising campaign.” However, I also felt it was
important that you see what others are experiencing
because their focus was on the elimination of torque, and
the ease with which your hand positioning can be
obtained with a minimal amount of time and effort.
After all, don’t we archers all want something to come
quick and easy?

The Performance Review
So, what are my experiences with the True Shot Coach?
Let me start out by outlining the provided instructions
and referring you back to Photo # 2 in this article. My
comments are in parentheses.

True Shot Coach Instructions
1. Place the True Shot Coach on your bow hand with the
pointy end towards your palm. (Many people initially
want to put it on with pointy side towards the target.)

2. Place the bow grip on the pad of your thumb with
your fingers in the 10 o’clock position (for right hand-
ed shooters) or the 2 o’clock position (for left-handed
shooters). (The key? The pad of your thumb. You
don’t want to be past that life-line,which Imight add,
the True Shot Coach makes this next to impossible,
because of its angular design!)

3. Draw your bow while maintaining this position (The
key? Maintaining this position).

4. Relax your fingers onto the True Shot Coach. (The
keys? Relaxing your fingers onto the TSC, do not
squeeze onto theTSC.Four things will happen if you
squeeze on it. First, theTSC is going to shift into the
riser thus negating proper hand positioning and
defeating the purpose. Secondly, when it shifts, you
are going to wear thru the TSC because you are cre-
ating a rub zone on the unit. Third, you are likely, if
you just come in a nudge too far, to hit your first fin-
ger with the fletching, or worse yet, the arrow. Ouch!
Fourth, you are going to be grabbing at the bow, and
losing the relax part of this, thus once again defeating
the purpose).
I note in the picture that the shooter’s pinky does

indeed look tight.Thismay ormay not be the case.How-
ever, look closely at the part of the hand near the lifeline.
There is no contact there, and the riser is indeed “cen-
tered” over the pad of the thumb.

MyExperiences I quickly found this item to be easy
to put on and easy to use. I did find, however that with
my Merlin bow’s grip already offset, that by all appear-

Continued on Next Page
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ances it looks as if I’m “into the riser too deep,”when real-
ly I’m not.Thus, the “45 degrees” angle, to look right with
a Merlin bow has to be around 50 degrees or so. Keep
this in mind when you see pictures of my bow hand posi-
tioning further into the article. This does raise that first
finger, and, if not watched, it can get into the path of the
vanes or arrow.

I also found theTrue Shot Coach quickly became eas-
ily integrated into the feel of my hand. The elastic isn’t
overly tight, nor is it too loose; at least not for my hand
size and themedium sizedTrue Shot Coach. It isn’t obtru-
sive, nor do I ever feel it is interfering with things or
uncomfortable.

I did find, however, that if I squeezed down too
tightly withmy other fingers, the “pointy end” alertedme
quickly, and helped me to avert hitting my first finger! It
also helps me to quickly realize that I’m not relaxing the
bow hand. Initially, I tried squeezing down a bit more to
bring my first finger in con-
tact with the thumb, since
I’m having a problem with a
“Flag Thumb,” yet another
sign of a tightened bow
hand (see photo right)! This
quickly resulted in having
problems with lefts and
rights, and also quickly wore
the top edge of the TSC
because it was stuck
between my hand and the
riser. This is defeating the
purpose, isn’t it?

It only took 10 or 15 shots for me to really get into
not only seeing, but feeling the advantages of learning
this positioning and consistency. It quickly becomes
something you just know and do and don’t have to think
about it. After a hundred shots or so, I took the TSC off
and tried shooting without it. I found this to be okay, but
I was more comfortable with the item than without it.
Remember, however, that a new habit formation takes a
lot longer than a few hundred shots. Thus, I’m still giv-
ing this a chance.

What about the sizing? Please refer back to the
photo on page 8 and the Sizing Chart. As a result of sev-
eral friends trying theTrue Shot Coach and having imme-
diate success with them, I obtained a Small, a Medium,
and a LargeTSC. I decided to really experiment with the
sizing aspect to see how the sizing affects how the unit is
placed on the hand and more importantly how the hand
placement on the riser changes (if it does). Randy said in
his questionnaire response “I personally would rather be

a bit oversized. Reason being it restricts me from bend-
ing my knuckles to much. Some people feel more com-
fortable with a touch smaller because they are not so
restricted. Once a person understands the concept they
can shoot any size.Then it’s all about comfort”.

After working on this concept of sizing, I don’t nec-
essarily agree with Randy when it comes to being a bit
oversized rather than too small. When I use the Small
TSC, I have less of a tendency to assume my “old” hand
positioning by getting too deep into the riser. It also
seems to stop me from getting the edges of the TSC
caught in between the first finger area of my hand and
the riser.When I am using the medium size I have to be
really careful not to get the body of the TSC caught
between the riser and the first finger pad area. I also tend
to want to still get in too deep, because this larger size
forces my thumb pad out farther and I begin to feel some
riser pinch. (This may well be due to the offset grip on

the Merlin bow.) This
deeper grip can defeat the
purpose and be adding
torque right back in. In
addition, this is when I have
more of a tendency to get
that first finger up too high
and you know what hap-
pens then. With the Medi-
um True Shot Coach (which
my hand measurement calls
for), I still have to watch for
the same thing; that is, let-
ting the TSC get between

my first finger pad area and the riser. This comes from
squeezing down too hard on theTSC, trying to get more
tomy old grip style of first finger contact with the thumb.
However, when I do this with theTSC, I end up with an
even worse “Thumb Flag” than I have without it (see
photo above), and have more torque to boot. I found that
just letting it fall naturally and relaxing the grip to the
TSC is the best combination, and easily achievable.

With the Large size,my handwasmovedmore away
from the life-line of the base of the hand, which is good;
or at least one would think so. I cannot get the TSC
between my first finger pad and the riser; this is also
good. However, the drawbacks are that my hand feels a
bit “too wide open,” the pinch of the edge of the riser on
my thumb pad is aggravating; no, it downright hurts my
hand, and, if I close down even a bit too much, my first
finger will be struck by the vanes or the arrow itself.The
pointy part of the TSC isn’t in position to warn me. In
addition, I find myself shooting more to the right with
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the Large TSC as opposed to either the Medium or the
Small size, indicating that because of the hand pinch I
am back to torquing the bow again. (Right arrows are a
bane for a left-handed shooter!) My thoughts on the
matter are that I’m thinking that erring on the smaller
size is the way to go. Going too large apparently creates
many more variables and problems; at least in my experi-
ence thus far.

How did this work locally with me observing? All
those testimonials above do help onemake a buying deci-
sion, I’m sure.But one also thinks that because they come
from the inventor, he may have cherry-picked those, cor-
rect? So, here are some of my observations as a result of
allowing people atmy range try theTrue ShotCoachwith-
out having to either purchase one or be under any pres-
sure other than to try it for themselves.

Suffering “nock left” or “nock right” tears through paper?
I like to give people the opportunity to use the TSC
when they are “paper testing” their bows. This is fun,
folks! I’ve already had many an occasion to test this out
with shooters in the process of paper tuning.When I see
that a customer is having problems, I ask them if they
would like to try something a bit different with regard to
how they place their bow hand in the bow. Nearly all of
them are anxious to try. I hand them the TSC and

explain how to go about using it. I then simply allow
them to use theTSC for a few shots and then urge them
to use it while shooting through paper. In nearly all
instances, the improvement in their paper tear is instan-
taneous! I’ve seen several shooters go from a 1˝-2˝ nock-
left tear (right handed shooter) to a near “bullet hole” on
the first shot. It sure opens eyes andminds to the fact that
the arrow-bow combination isn’t the problem; but rather
it is in the shooter’s form.The next obvious question from
them is, “Where can I get one and how much does it
cost?”

Slight Impact Shifts of Lefts and Rights, or Even Highs
and Lows Several others that I’ve had try the TSC were
mid- to upper level shooters who are consistently shoot-
ing perfect 300 scores on the NFAA face, with X-counts
in the high 40’s to mid 50’s.Once we found which of the
three sizes fit them best, they all have seen an immediate
improvement in their X-counts and especially their
“inside-out” X-counts. Most all of them have purchased
aTSC, if not for competitive reasons, then for practicing.
All of themhave seen the value in having the training aid.

Nothing but positives?You are probably thinking that
I have nothing to say about the True Shot Coach but for
success stories. This is not necessarily the case. Randy

Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional ArcheryTechnique,written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITAWorld
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional ArcheryTechnique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0736046348/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245692&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0736046348/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245692&sr=1-1
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Peck’s instructions (mentioned earlier) emphasized
“relaxing the bow hand.”This is easier said than done for
some. Relaxation doesn’t just happen by simply placing
theTSC on your hand and following the directions.Your
problems don’t magically disappear. Quite to the con-
trary, relaxing the bow-hand doesn’t automatically hap-
pen at any time when you go to the stop sign, rotate
knuckles to 45 degrees (give or take), set the bow, draw
the bow, and come in to complete the shot sequence. So,
how can you tell if your hand is “really” relaxed when you
are unsure how to feel this? I have included some pictures
with and without theTrue Shot Coach to demonstrate key
indicators of a “relaxed” bow hand and how theTSCwill
help you to accomplish this all-important aspect of a
proper shot sequence.A photo earlier in the article shows
what a “flag thumb” looks like. In addition, if you look
more closely, you can see that the grip hand, even with
the TSC, has slid into the riser a touch, and that the fin-
gers of the bow hand are obviously under stress!

The opposite can and does happen with many
shooters. In the photo immediately below, you see me
with a “Curled Thumb” (see photo below). This was done
on purpose to show youwhat is commonplace withmany
shooters.This one is as bad as or perhaps evenworse than
the flag thumb, and instantly signals a tight bow hand

and induced torque; with or without the TSC in use.
Obviously, I wasn’t using the TSC properly. Look at the
fingers and how tense they become, right along with the
thumb! This is transferred to the bow arm, across the
shoulders and results in a shaky site picture and inability
to execute proper back tension. Relax the bow-hand,
remember?

The next two photos each show how the thumb in a
closer to optimal position to allow for the bow-hand to
be relaxed and for the TSC to do its job. You will note
that the thumb is pointing toward the target and isn’t
really gripping the bow at all. This allows the fingers to

curl comfortably around the True Shot Coach, or to relax
around the riser without you choking the bow. I will add
again, that choking the bow while using theTSC is pret-
ty hard to accomplish without being warned by the
“pointy thing.” In this position, the correct grip is a piece
of cake to achieve, one’s sight picture steadies down, and
the entire bow-arm is able to relax, then the leading
shoulder, and through to the pulling shoulder and allows
for proper engagement of the rhomboids. It is then easi-
er to achieve proper alignment for the proper execution
of back tension. If you tense up your bow-hand, then
everything else in line will tense up, too.

The last thing I have to talk about is durability and
perhaps some things to consider should you decide to
purchase the True Shot Coach.

Durability The True Shot Coach appears to be very
durable thus far. As long as you don’t get caught com-
mitting the error of allowing theTSC to get back on the
corner of the riser or squeeze on it too hard (in other
words, not following directions!), this should last a long,
long time. I haven’t tested how it reacts to cleaning or
washing, however.

ComfortTheTSC,once you become used to it is very
comfortable to wear and use. I do find that in order to pull
arrows, I need to remove it. I pullmy arrowswithmy right
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hand being the lead instead
of my left, thus sparing that
left side the added burden of
yanking and tugging on
arrows trying to get them
out of the bale.

Nagging Items There
isn’t a product out there that
doesn’t have something that
is a nagging little nit-noe,
trivial thing you would like
changed. With the True
Shot Coach, I don’t like the
little tags in their present
location. For a left-handed shooter such as myself, the
“Made in USA” tag doesn’t bother me. However, the
“Neet” tag is on top and bothersme by getting in the way,
or having the potential of getting in the way (see above,
Photos #5 and # 6). It sticks up. Obviously for you right
handed shooters, the “Made in USA” tag is the one that
will be sticking up.Notice that in the photo above, the tag
isn’t there on the top of the True Shot Coach? Nit-noe?
Yes. Bothersome? Yes. Something that can be overcome?
Absolutely. Simply remove the tag that sticks up.

Color Selection The True Shot Coach is available in
several colors, including camo.

Conclusion
I have attempted to give a comprehensive review of the
new True Shot Coach invented by Randy Peck of Don’t
Choke Archery. This product is something that archery
needs a lot more of; that being good, solid, and valuable
training aids.TheTSC fills the bill for establishing prop-
er hand positioning in amanner that is self-teaching.You
can demonstrate it once and any student or archer is sure
to understand the concept and be able to adjust to it
quickly. This will save weeks or months of trying to
establish proper bow-hand placement on today’s low-
wristed and narrow risers.

The True Shot Coach can be obtained on-line from
Don’t Choke Archery. Or, it also can be purchased from
NeetArchery Products, or aNeetArchery Products deal-
er. If you opt to purchase it on-line (which is how I did
it), simply go to their web-site, www.dontchoke-
archery.com. You can then read more about the product,
view the descriptive video and then decide upon sizing,
color, etc.Don’t ChokeArchery hadmine in themail and
at my door in three days.

I’m curious to see the newmodel that will have a fin-
ger sling incorporated into it. For those who use a finger
sling, this should be welcome indeed. For those who use

a wrist sling, the product I
just evaluated works just
fine.

This product is long
overdue. Archery is in need
of many other training aids
and many are already out
there. This is the first one I
know of that is intuitive in
helping you, the shooter get
that basic foundation for the
shot sequence: set the bow
hand properly, relax it and
be consistent about it. Prop-

er bow hand placement is exceedingly difficult to teach a
beginning archer, but it is even more difficult to teach
someonewho has done it some other way for years. If you
are having some problems with your shots going left
and/or right, even slightly, one short session of using the
True Shot Coachmay well help you to solve that problem
nicely. Continued use as a form check or even for com-
petition can save you a lot of trials and tribulations; from
tuning problems on through to the reduction or elimina-
tion of those nagging left/right misses. For you bow
hunters, this could well be a key to that nagging problem
of getting the broadheads to fly true at any distance. Bow
hand torque is a terrible thing and the reduction or elim-
ination of it is worth the time and effort.

www.trueflightfeathers.com
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Taking the Leap Into
Coaching

Collegiate Archery
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach

Every individual who becomes involved with
College Archery has their own unique story as to how
it all began. The fun thing about College Archery
teams is that no matter how you get started, you can
make as much of an impact in Collegiate Archery as
you choose.

Some of us are fortunate to have applied for,
interviewed for, and been hired for an archery coach-
ing position, but these opportunities seem to be quite
rare. It really doesn’t matter if you are a paid full-time
coach, a part-timer, an unpaid volunteer, or simply the
father of an archer who has just enrolled in college,
you can choose to create a team that competes with
even the best teams in the coun-
try. One of the best things about
U.S. Collegiate Archery is that
the most important purpose of
that association is to provide the opportunity to every
full-time college student in the U.S. to compete. We
also work just as hard to provide opportunities to a
one person team in Montana that we provide to a 20
person team in Pennsylvania.

Archery is an individual sport that has successful-
ly turned itself into a team sport in collegiate compe-
tition. So I encourage you to look at your role as a
coach in an individual sport, take a leap of faith, and
be the agent at your institution that allows the devel-

opment of a full team and helps to grow the sport we
love. Let me explain.

What coaches outside the world of collegiate
archery are used to is teaching and coaching individ-
ual archers to compete in individual competitions,
each in pursuit of a single title in their division.What
makes coaching archery in college such a blast is that
while each of the archers on your team is competing
for individual titles in single elimination Olympic
Rounds (OR) in their respective divisions, they are
also competing in single elimination three-person
team competitions in each of the same categories
(including Men’s Recurve, Women’s Recurve, Men’s

Compound and Women’s Com-
pound) and single elimination
mixed team competitions in
Recurve and Compound (one

male and one female). If that is not enough to build
interest in team competition, the results of all of these
team competitions are compiled to determine an
Overall Team Champion.

If you haven’t noticed, I’m talking about taking
you out of your coaching comfort zone, tearing that
page out of your playbook and setting it on fire.
Time’s up! If you are crazy enough to still be reading
this then I assume you are open-minded enough to
take a new look at your role as a coach. I am suggest-

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM

Part 1 of a Series
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ing that if you take this leap, your coaching will no
longer be about you building your resume by simply
coaching the best talent in your area or coaching indi-
viduals who are so motivated they re-energize you.
You will be entering a world
where you encourage non-
archers to become archers,
bowhunters to become target
archers, recreational archers to
become competitive archers and,
in the end, develop a group of
individuals with varying degrees
of commitment into a real team.

There are few experiences in life that can be more
challenging than this and even fewer that you can
find more rewarding than taking this journey. And in
the process you will find that you have helped to turn
the boys and girls you’ve worked with into young men
and women who you are proud to call your friends.

Finding Your Team
It’s time to talk about how you find your team. If
you are already coaching an individual at a local col-
lege, you already have your starting point. If not,

you can contact U.S. Collegiate Archery at
www.uscollegiatearchery.org for a list of schools in
your area who have at least one registered collegiate
archer and simply make your services available.

I was excited to meet my
team when I was hired to coach
at James Madison University
( JMU). To my dismay, I had
inherited eight recurve archers
including seven men and only
one woman. Not only did I not
have a women’s recurve team
(three archers are required), I

didn’t even have a mixed recurve team (at the time,
1992, two men and two women were required). I suf-
fered through my first season with my men’s team
placing in all our competitions but with our whole
team barely making the radar screen. It was at that
time that I decided I had more control over my own
team’s fate.

I started encouraging young archers to choose
James Madison University for their education and
when classes started in the fall, I put posters up on

Want More on Coaching Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Following up on his first coaching book,Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy ofMoreOnCoaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

“Archery is an individual
sport that has successful-

ly turned itself into a
team sport in collegiate

competition.”

Continued on the Next Page

http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
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campus inviting students (espe-
cially women) to come to an
Open House to meet the
Archery Team and discuss
opportunities to join the team.
At the same time, I asked the
team members to go out on cam-
pus, find women that they would
like to have on the team and, if
necessary, drag them to the
meeting. When we had the open
house, the guys had brought
enough gals in that the success of
our recruitment was then up to
me. I explained to them that my
vision for the JMU Archery was
to develop a team that could
compete with anyone in the
country, would produce All-
Americans and would strive to
win a National Championship, and if they were will-
ing to work hard and were open to change, that they
could be a part of something great. Twenty years, and
42 All-Americans, and 16 National Champions, and
23 National Team Titles and 14 World Champions
later . . . I believe I held up my end of the bargain.

That first year we had fewer than ten kids from
campus come to that open house. Since then we have
learned a few more tricks. Last year we set up a booth
at Student Organization Night and ended up with
150 kids signing up for archery and most of them shot
with the club throughout the first semester until we
started cutting to make things manageable.

Immediate Needs
If you have an immediate need for team members:
1. Plan an Open House
Find a time and date for an Archery Team Open
House and Demonstration to be held at the loca-
tion used for team practices. If none has been
established use a local pro-shop or archery club.

2. Archery Classes
Some colleges still offer archery classes for credit.
If that is the case at your school, you have a gold
mine. Simply visit the classes toward the middle or
end of the course to recruit more interested and
possibly talented students for your team.However,
before you make this visit, be sure to clear it with
the instructor of the class so they aren’t surprised
or put-off by the reason for your visit.

3. On-Campus
Put up flyers at strategic locations
around campus advertising the
open house and the team (get per-
mission first). Obviously this is
your source for kids with little to no
background in competitive archery.
4. Local Pro Shops
Visit local pro shops and ask if they
know of any current customers
who are attending your college, ask
permission to put up a poster (or
flyer) and leave them business
cards for any kids who show an
interest. Here we hope to find kids
interested in bowhunting.
5. Local Archery Clubs
Visit all the local archery or
sportsmen’s clubs asking to put
up posters and leaving cards at

each. This is where we hope to find kids interest-
ed in target archery.

Planning for the Future
Planting the seeds for success and continuity of your
program requires you to establish a presence. People
need to know you are there.
1. Set up a Archery TeamWebsite
Let potential archery recruits know what is going
on with your archery team. Kids looking for a
place to go to school will want to know about your
schedule, your success, your facilities, your roster
and other info you find appropriate such as your
qualifications as a coach. It is an opportunity for
these kids to explore your team as well as others in
an unthreatening manner.

2. Your Visibility
Get more involved with tournaments on a local,
state and national level. By volunteering at or
attending these events potential recruits can see
how involved and committed you are, and by get-
ting to meet and talk to you they will be more
inclined to choose your school to attend.Your name
can become synonymous with the team when they
hear one name they naturally relate the other.

3. Team Visibility
Team uniforms should be selected to give the team
a look they can all be proud of. While it may be
difficult to get publicity for your team in local
newspapers and other independent media, you
should be able to develop a relationship with the

“I explained to them that
my vision for the JMU

Archery was to develop a
team that could compete
with anyone in the coun-
try, would produce All-
Americans and would
strive to win a National

Championship, and if they
were willing to work hard
and were open to change,
that they could be a part
of something great.”
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sports writers or reporters for campus clubs and
organizations with the school paper.

4. Be More than a Team
Let your team know that they have an opportuni-
ty to be more than just a team and encourage them
to discuss what is really important to them and to
become involved in charitable activities that make
them feel good about themselves and their
involvement in the community. If they do get
involved they will make it easy to for you to find a
way to bring attention to them while they make
these contributions.

Just as the reputation you have built serves you,
the reputation your team builds will serve them.

Final Remarks
I am encouraging you to build a complete team by
showing you how to find your team and how to give
that team a reasonable life expectancy. Of course, you
will be needing equipment. While you can do
fundraising and get a small budget as a club sport, I
recommend you look into an equipment grant from
the Easton Sports Development Foundation. They
have been extremely generous in their support of Col-
legiate Archery Programs. You can find more infor-

mation about these opportunities and apply for a
grant at www.uscollegiatearchery.org. In the coming
issues of Archery Focus I hope to share with you more
of the rewarding aspects of being a College Archery
Coach as well as sharing suggestions for making your
efforts successful.

Thanks for taking the time to listen to my thoughts,
I hope to see you on the shooting field.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Over
13,00

0 sold
!

http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0736046348/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245692&sr=1-1
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by Doug Brown

Shooting Form

This DVD by Dave Cousins and Liam Grimwood
is 90 minutes long and speaks to all the “basic” parts
of setting up and executing an archery shot with a
compound bow. The DVD is produced by Bowstring
Media Ltd. and can be purchased at Lancaster
Archery and elsewhere.

The table of contents includes:
Introduction
Foot Position

Vertical Body Posture
Upper Body Posture
Bow Hand Grip
Release Hand Grip
Anchor Position
Draw Length
Release Aids

Release Execution
The Front of the Shot
Engagement of the Shot
Aiming Pre-shot Routine

Training Methods
Summary

I bought this training DVD because I am forever
open to any archery infor-
mation that may expose
myths or correct shooting
flaws and therefore improve
my compound archery
shooting. The two profes-
sional archers highlighted
in the DVD are Dave
Cousins (US) and Liam
Grimwood (UK). Without
a doubt, both archers are

excellent archers.
The DVD is supposed to cover every aspect of

their shooting form and insights into the “secrets”
that many professional archers would rather keep to
themselves. That last sentence hooked me and ulti-
mately I bought the DVD at a cost of US $49.95.
Although I originally balked at such a high price, I

bought it and was anxious to see and hear their
“secrets.” After watching the DVD, I was greatly dis-
appointed with the contents. Both archers briefly
cover the “basics” of shooting form but do not go into
detail as to “why” and “how” to do each step, nor as to
what not to do and why. An example is having a cor-
rect draw length. They both agree that it is important
to have the proper draw length and that it should be

determined by the drawing
scapula position at full
draw. What they do not say
is how to know if you are
doing it correctly. If you are
using the correct form to
setup the scapula or not is
very important to consis-
tently repeating your shot.

On shot execution,
both agree that the archer

“Both archers briefly cover the
“basics” of shooting form but do
not go into detail as to “why”
and “how” to do each step, nor
as to what not to do and why.”

“They both agree that it is impor-
tant to have the proper draw

length and that it should be deter-
mined by the drawing scapula

position at full draw.What they do
not say is how to know if you are

doing it correctly.”
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should overdraw and then let
down the arrow rather than
drawing the arrow while
loading, transferring, and
keeping tension in the
scapula.

The execution of the
release had contradictory
information. One said to just
activate the drawing arm
scapula to execute the shot.
The other said to push and
pull with both scapulas and
shoulders to execute the
shot. These were not presented as equally effective
options; they were just stated.

A lot of time was devoted to four types of release
aids but it seemed more like an advertisement for
their release sponsor, Carter Enterprises. Don’t get
me wrong, Carter makes quality release aids but so do
other companies. What they did not speak to was
how important it is to have an aid that feels and per-
forms well for you and that compliments your shoot-
ing style.

Liam Grimwood gave a good presentation how-

ever Dave Cousins seemed
out of sorts, very nervous,
and not relaxed at presenting
information even though he
says he travels the world giv-
ing shooting seminars.

The video appears to be a
low budget production and
not smoothly edited. I
expected more for the high
price. The basics were briefly
covered but the allure of
“secrets” was just sales hype as
I didn’t hear anything I had-

n’t heard before, so they couldn’t have been very
secret.

Shooting Form
by Dave Cousins and Liam Grimwood

Bowstring Media Ltd.
90 Minutes
US $49.95

(This has since been discounted to $39.95. Ed.)
Available from many archery retailers and at

www.liamgrimwood.com

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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I started shooting indoor “spots” in 1958 or 59.
Every Sunday in the winter our club, the Seven
Mountains Archery Club, shot the old Chicago
Round at about 15 yards on the second floor of the
Milroy, PA, Fire House. Maybe some of you remem-
ber that round where the gold was scored as nine, the
red seven, etc. I can’t remember if I ever shot a perfect
“54” on an end or not—I was only eleven or twelve
and was happy just to be shooting . . . and finding all
of my arrows. I did like winning trophies, however,
and still have them in a box in the attic.

My Dad and I would leave home after church,
pick up Clyde Bender and Harry Heikes, and head
off to Milroy about twenty miles north on Route 322.
As I recall there was always food there for lunch and
lots of really nice people to shoot with. Those were
great days but, alas, the club no longer exists . . . but
the memories are still vivid.

My love of shooting indoor “spots” still persists,
too. After all, it’s in the winter that you get to focus
on just you, your bow, and
a target face. Under these
controlled and near-per-
fect conditions you can
work systematically to
improve your form and
check your progress (or
lack thereof ) by the scores
you achieve. Shooting at a
constant 20-yard distance,
under good lighting and
using the same size target
face allows you to compare
all of your rounds. You
don’t always get that when
you’re shooting field, tar-
get, or 3-D archery.

Shooting indoor

rounds and tournaments is good for you because, with
conditions ideal, you can focus on your form and
mental game. Those archers who avoid it or think
that it is a waste of time are missing out on a very
important learning opportunity during which you can
learn about you and your equipment!

And that gets us to this article. What about
indoor equipment? What’s it take to shoot well
indoors? What’s it take to repeat your performance
precisely at 20 yards? What’s it take to build a reliable
bow so that when you do get outside in the spring you
can shoot that same score at triple the distance at a
target face that is triple the size?

Building a
Reliable Indoor Bow
When arrow speed is not an issue what characteristics
do you look for in a bow? As mentioned in the para-
graphs above the main objective of shooting indoor
archery is to perfect your “repeat performance” capa-

bility. Selecting a bow and
its accessories with sup-
portive design characteris-
tics is essential to succeed-
ing at this venture so here
is my take on what to
choose for an indoor bow
setup. And for good mea-
sure, I’ll also pass along
what some of the top pros
were shooting at the 2010
Lancaster Archery Classic
Tournament (see photo
left).

The Indoor Bow
I like my indoor bow to be
at least forty-inches axle-

by Larry Wise

Indoor Spots and
Indoor Bows

Shooting indoor spots at the Lancaster Archery Classic requires a high
degree of “repeat” performance out of you and your bow. Scoring the X-ring
as 11 points places the burden on the shooter towork hard to get a setup that
groups well at both long and short range. Congratulations to Erika
Anschutz and ReoWilde for doing just that at the 2010 LAS Classic.
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to-axle. It takes that for me to get my 31˝ draw length.
It should be obvious that speed is not a concern for
shooting a still target at 20 yards. Short, fast bows
aren’t necessary, but you can still use them.The longer

axle-to-axle distance on a bow provides a greater string
angle at the nocking point and allows the peep to be
closer to your eye, and that’s something I like.

To achieve the best aiming stability you should
select a deflexed or straight handle bow. This design
feature allows the grip in the handle to be forward of
(closer to the target) or in-line with the limb fulcrum
points so that your bow hand is pulling those fulcrum
points toward the target instead of pushing them as is

the case for a reflexed handle.
The grip location should be in the vertical center

of the handle. Many short handles have grips below
center in order to create a six to seven-inch high sight
window. These handles shoot fine but are a little top
heavy and must be stabilized properly to establish
good balance. The center grip handle is well balanced
between the top and bottom and is easy to stabilize
with a single front stabilizer and a single rear-facing
side weight opposite the sight.

Not many companies are making pure round

wheels anymore, which is a shame because they real-
ly are great for shooting indoor archery. Most of
today’s bows have cams with a hard “stop” built into
the end of the draw stroke. Virtually all compound
bows have the hard wall or stop design unlike the
bows back in the eighties (see photo above).

From my experience coaching beginners and
intermediate archers I can point out that most of
them have difficulty learning to shoot against the
stops—they don’t think so, but they do. This difficul-
ty emerges after they hit the cam-stop. About 70% of
those who seek my help have the draw length of their
bows set too short and once they feel the bow hit the
“stops” they’ll improperly “squeeze” into the short
draw length. In this “squeezed” position they generate
far too much muscle tension at full draw and, conse-
quently, aim poorly and shoot inconsistently.

The best way to handle this situation is to set
your draw length so that you reach proper full-draw-
position before making any other adjustments. From
this position you should you be able to feel the cam-
stop without squeezing into it. This technique gener-
ates far less muscle tension and allows you to execute
the shot with the proper amount of muscle tension in

Continued on the Next Page

The PSE Money Maker is a proven winner on the pro tour over the
past several years. Sales representative Lance Irvin holds the most
recent edition of this deflex handle target bow at the 2010 ATA Show.
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only the muscles needed – not every muscle in your
body.

I always stress form first. You must, therefore,
properly adjust your equipment so that it works with
you to enhance your good shooting form. Getting the
draw length correctly set is critical to shooting consis-
tently.

String Material
Most indoor shooters are using string materials like
BCY Dynaflight 8125 and 452X for their bow
strings these days. These materials have low stretch
characteristics and high durability, which makes
them perform consistently. They are also faster but
don’t let that be your guide to selecting string mate-
rial. The top priority for everything we do in bow
tuning and bow building for indoor archery is to
optimize arrow groups in the target. I use 452X for
my PSE MoneyMaker cables and 8125 for the bow-
string. This combination is the one that produces
the best groups out of this bow—I know this
because I tried all the combinations last summer and
the differences were dramatic.

Try different string materials until you get the

best and most consistent groups. Test your indoor
archery setup at 40 yards because, if you get good
groups there, you’ll also get them at 20 yards. And
let’s face it; your indoor score is not built on what
happens on your best shots—your score is built on
what happens on your ten worst shots and, if your
setup is packing tight groups at 40 yards, then those
ten worst shots during an indoor round will have the
best chance of hitting the X-ring.

Not only must you get the string material work-
ing consistently but you must also get the nock-fit
correct. The best string and serving combination

allows the nock to snap on but return to its original
shape. It should slide up and down the string with a
little push. The nock is too loose if it slides freely on
the string and too tight if the nock “ears” remain
spread apart after it snaps on.

I find that 20 strands of Dynaflight 8125 with
#18 or #20 center serving fits most .098˝ nocks just
right. Building your own strings is a real bonus when
it comes to getting the right nock fit; if it is not right
you can change the serving diameter or add/subtract
some strands on a replacement.

Bow Grip Design
The archery shot begins and ends with bow hand
placement on the bow grip! The bow hand is the first
body part to contact the bow and remains in contact
with the bow as the arrow leaves the bowstring and
crosses the arrow rest.That makes the bow handle grip
section a most vital component because if the hand
cannot be placed on the grip in a torque-free position
then consistency and accuracy are compromised.

I teach that the bow hand must be placed on the

bow grip as though you are making a “stop” sign
toward the target. This allows only the thumb pad to
contact the bow grip and positions the knuckles at a
45-degree angle to the handle. When you learn to
also completely relax your fingers you’ll have a torque-
free hand placement that yields maximum shooting
consistency.

When the large knuckles of the hand are at a 45-
degree angle it should be obvious to everyone that the

Continued on Page 24

The grip section of any bow is critical to how well the archer interfaces
with the bow handle. The knuckles of a properly placed bow hand will
be at a 45-degree angle to the handle making the index knuckle high-
er than the thumb knuckle. A good grip design will have an elevated
the arrow shelf (on the left) to allow space for this knuckle and avoid
the torque caused by excessive knuckle contact.
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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces

Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?

Get them started right with these new guides!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything par-
ents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.

Get your copy ofAParent’sGuide toArchery today!

23

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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index finger knuckle is higher than the thumb knuck-
le. The question now becomes “Does your bow han-
dle grip design accommodate your hand anatomy?”
From what I see in current bow design almost all of
the manufacturers are aware of proper bow hand fit
and have designed the grip section so that the arrow
shelf on the index finger side is elevated compared to
the thumb’s side. In many cases the index-side shelf is
also sloped upward at a greater angle.

Draw Length
Getting the draw length setting correct is the first big
step in bow tuning. On this point it’s important to
remember that a shooter’s full-draw position deter-
mines the draw length he or she needs from the bow.
So, how do you know when its right? The standard I
always use and recommend is simple; the archer is in
proper full-draw position when his or her drawing
forearm is in line with the arrow. From a top view the
drawing arm must appear to be an extension of the
arrow to ensure the proper shoulder, shoulder blade

position and transfer of the “holding” into the back
muscles. If not then the body will perform inconsis-
tently and scoring will suffer.

Drawing short may feel good for a few days or a
few weeks but eventually the added arm muscle ten-
sion needed to shoot a short-draw bow will take its
toll on performance. The same is true for shooting a
bow that is too long. For the best long-term results,
get the body position correct first and then make the
bow’s draw length fit the shooter. It’s all about repeat-
ing your performance and using the optimum amount
of muscle tension in the right muscles is how that is
achieved.

The Sight Picture
A very important part of indoor archery is the visual
image you have of the target. It must be clear and
magnified enough to show aiming stability and the
proper amount of the target. If any of these attribut-
es is missing you won’t see the target well enough to
get comfortable and consistent. Every archer has a
different “comfort” level for his or her sight picture.
Some of you can handle more magnification while
others cannot so experiment with scope lenses of dif-
ferent magnifications.

Clarity comes from choosing a quality scope lens

with 6 or 7-power magnification.What I recommend
is the lens magnification that shows the red and gold
of the 40 cm indoor target or blue and white rings on
the NFAA five-spot target. If all you see is the gold

The magnification of the scope lens and the size of the peep aperture are
important components of the indoor setup. If the power is too weak or
too strong your eye can’t have a relaxed view of the target center. The
peep aperture must allow enough light through so that in low-light
conditions you still have a good view of the target spot – you can’t hit
what you can’t see.
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you have too much magnification and you’ll see too
much of your movement, which will make you over-
anxious and over-stressed about aiming; it interrupts
your comfort zone. If your lens magnifies too little
you won’t be demanding enough with your aiming.

Some archers like to use a power peep to attain
clarity but I have found that this extra lens in the peep
sight allows too little light to pass to your eye and can
be a disadvantage in many low light conditions. I know
many people who got to that big tournament only to
find they couldn’t see the target. It’s best to prepare in
low-light conditions when setting up your scope and
peep combination. Get it right for low light and you’ll
be prepared for any indoor tournament situation.

A second pitfall you may encounter is choosing a
peep aperture that is too small. Again, this reduces the
amount of light coming through the sight system and
makes it difficult to see in low light. For that reason,
I never use the smallest peep available. I recommend
the next larger size, 3⁄64˝ or 1⁄8˝, combined with the
magnification and anti-glare lens that gets the clarity
you need for indoor archery.

The reticle choice is always a simple one for me,
the circle. I’ve tried dots and others but my eye natu-
rally centers the circle around the outside of the gold
so I recommend it to everyone. I like the circle large
enough to fit around the outside of the nine-ring so I
can see through it to the gold or white center spot.
The aiming circle reticule allows me to see any aim-
ing drift in any direction and the older I get the big-
ger the circle I seem to need.

I never aim at the ten-ring, I look through my
aiming ring to the gold and the ring seems to center
itself. I think it’s important to be looking at the point
you want to hit and not the dot in your scope. Your
followthrough will be directed toward the point of
your vision focus so focus on the center spot.

Arrow Selection
Many think that choosing arrows for indoors is easy,
just think big! But be careful recommending the
biggest shaft available because no shaft can help you
score more points if it doesn’t group well; big shafts
miss big when they aren’t flying well.

I shot my best scores with 1816 XX75 aluminum
arrows, round wheels, Dacron string and wire cables.
With today’s equipment I’ve had to change shafts but
I still use the same rule for selecting the best shaft for
20 yards . . . I shoot all the arrows I own at 40 yards,
the arrow size that groups in a tight wad is the size I
use at 20 yards.

Select arrows by grouping ability and not by size!
Any mid-range distance will do as long as you test for
groups at a distance longer than 20 yards. I’ve shot
2413 XX75 aluminum shafts better than the fatter
2613 or the 2712. Right now I’m shooting Carbon
Express CXL SS-150 shafts because they group the
best at the longer ranges (in fact, I use them for field
archery). Remember, lots of good shots won’t win
indoor tournaments; everyone else is doing that. It’s
those rough shots that still hit the ten-ring that make
the difference.

Fletching size is not that critical. I’ve used 13⁄4 or
2 inch vanes for most of my good scores. Three, 4 or
5-inch feathers work well also but you must still test
from an intermediate distance like 40 yards to find
what groups the best.

If you shoot FITA Rules for indoor tournaments
then the largest arrow size allowed is the 2315 alu-
minum, which is 93 mm diameter or approximately
0.366˝. To take best advantage of 2315 arrows you
should test a wide variety of point weights to get the
best groups. Test point weights from 100 to 300
grains to find the best grouping combination. Again,
test them at 40 yards and if they group there they will
group at 20 yards.

Arrow Rest Selection
Some arrow types and some arrow rests won’t always
give that “bullet” hole through paper at five yards. I
look for a hole that is not more than 1⁄2 inch high or
high-left with clean, crisp vane slices. If the vane
slices aren’t clean and crisp then the arrow is not sta-
bile when passing through the paper and some adjust-
ments are needed on the arrow size, point weight or
to the arrow rest.

Continued on the Next Page
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Arrow rest selection is quite simple for indoor
archery. At the most recent Lancaster Archery Indoor
Classic I counted arrow rests to find that 86% were
using a launcher style arrow rest. Four were using a
drop-away style and one was using a springy. With
this information I feel I am safe in recommending a

launcher rest.
Keep it simple and start with a .010-inch thick

launcher tilted at about 30 to 35 degrees from hori-
zontal and nocking point set at 1⁄8-inch above where
the nock is when the arrow is square to the string.Try
a .012-inch thick launcher next and use the blade that
gets the best results.

Further tuning may be needed with the nocking
point location. Raising and lowering the nocking
point and testing for groups is the way to test this.
You can do this from 20 or 40-yards and find what is
most reliable. I especially like to do this while shoot-
ing scoring rounds at 20-yards and then compare tar-
gets and scores to make a determination for my final
setting.

What I always look for in my indoor setup is get-
ting those less-than-perfect shots to go in the middle.
Some arrow and rest combinations help you and some
don’t. Trying different combinations is the only way
to find the most “forgiving” setup.

“D” Loop Installation
How you attach the “D” loop to the bowstring is a big
part of bow tuning. There are at least six ways to
attach the loop on the string but the two most popu-
lar seem to be the loop tied directly over and under
the nock or a nock locator tied under the nock and
the loop attached under it and directly over the nock.
The one to use is the one that groups the best (see
photo left).

I’ve shot lots of D-loop combinations and right
now I find that putting the loop on my release aid like

Placing weights on the bow to stabilize it goes back many years - my
Hoyt Pro Medallist in the early 1960s had two weights mounted on
it. At the ATA Show I saw today’s newest entry into the stabilizer
market by Stokerized from near Harrisburg, PA. Adding weights to
your system, experimenting with rods of different materials and
adjusting weight placement is an important part of getting the bow to
maintain its attitude during the power stroke.

The launcher style rest is by far the mostly widely chosen rest for target
archery. A spring steel blade has high durability and the flawless mem-
ory need to shoot X-rings at a 95% rate. 86% of the shooters at the 2010
LAS Classic used a launcher of some kind. The remaining 14% used a
drop-away rest – that percent has grown from 5% over the past year.
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I did 20 years ago is getting the best groups with my
Money Maker single cam. Winners have the highest
score so do whatever it takes with the D-loop to get
the best groups and your best scores.

Stabilizers
To shoot high scores, inside or outside, the bow must
be balanced to do two things: first, it must aim well at
full draw and, second, the bow must maintain its atti-
tude during the 0.015 of a second that the arrow is
being propelled out of the bow.

Adding front weight to the end of a long stabiliz-
er, adding weight where the stabilizer attaches to the
handle and adding weight to the counter-balancing
rear stabilizer are common methods for making the
bow aim well. The final decision here is done by “feel”
on the part of the archer. I can’t do it for you.

Aiming is not the only consideration. When the
bowstring is released it takes about 15/1000 of a second
for the string to launch the arrow from the bow system.
During this time when the bowstring and arrow are
moving toward the target the bow handle is moving in
the opposite direction (for every action there is and
equal and opposite reaction) into the bow hand. It’s
important that the handle make this move without
changing position relative to the arrow because any
force in any other direction will adversely affect the
flight of the arrow and its impact point in the target.

Stabilizing the bow for this “dynamic” balance is
as important as the aiming. Checking this requires
help either from a friend with a good eye or a high-
speed camera. During the dynamic power stroke of
the bow the riser should come straight back into the
hand.This is almost impossible to see but the reaction
can be seen. The second action of the handle should
be straight outward toward the target without any
side-ways or vertical torque movement. I prefer to see
the stabilizer go straight toward the target for a few
inches and then tip upward slightly indicting that the
bow is behaving correctly. Remember that both the
second and third actions occur after the arrow has
launched from the bow.

A perfect bow hand and proper stabilization
allow the bow to repeat its performance without your
human interference!

Fine Tuning Draw Length
A coach can put you into full draw position visually.
He can get your drawing forearm in line with the
arrow shaft but you, the shooter, must fine-tune your
full-draw-position. To do this you must make fine

adjustments to the draw length setting by adding a
twist or two to cables and/or string or lengthen-
ing/shortening the D-loop.

Recording these adjustments is a must; I’ve had to
return to previous settings too many times to not keep
good records on what I’ve done. One twist on one
cable can make the bow aim and group better so you
have to search thoroughly through different draw
length setting to get the “best” setting for you.

Just this week a young friend, Micah, emailed
some pictures of target faces he shot last week. He
was not happy with the misses he was getting out the
bottom of the ten-ring after he had put on a 1/8˝
longer d-loop. Because he had a record of what he
had done he was able to very quickly figure out the
problem and make the change back to the previous
setup. A small change in draw length makes a big dif-
ference sometimes and only you can figure that out.

Fine Tuning Wheel Timing
What is true for draw length is also true of wheel tim-
ing. Anyone shooting a compound bow needs to be

Continued on the Next Page

www.nfaa-archery.org
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concerned about wheel timing. Yep, you read it cor-
rectly. Every one needs to test different wheel timings
to get the best from their bow. Single cam, twin cam
and hybrid or binary cam bows have “sweet spots”
when it comes to wheel rollover and draw length set-
tings.

With single cam bows you find the sweet spot
when you adjust the draw length.That’s when you get
the wheel, string and cable system working at its best.
Most single cams have guide marks on the cam to
help you get the wheel rotated to perform at its very
best. From there you adjust the “D” loop to make fur-
ther changes to the draw length.

Hybrid cams have two different cables: the power
cable and a control cable. These cables need to be
adjusted for timing to get the very best results.

I keep a log of the twists I add or subtract from
the control cable and the power cable. I also record
how the bow aims and groups as I make these adjust-
ments in case I have to return to a setting that worked
better than the most recent setting I’m using.

Yep, these adjustments take time and patience.
But remember, most indoor archers are shooting lots
of good shots and it’s those few rough ones that go in
the middle that make the difference. Once again,
hard work has its rewards!

Choosing A Release Aid
You know what I’m going to say here: train with a
back tension release aid! Every week! All year long!
Use whatever you want in a tournament or for league
scores but at the very minimum; train three times
every week with a back tension release aid. Learn to
use your body correctly, reinforce it regularly and
you’ll get long-term consistency and minimize the
“slumps” that come to everyone if they shoot for very
long.

Beyond that, I recommend the release aid that
allows you to keep a relaxed and straight release wrist.
A straight wrist is the prerequisite to a relaxed fore-
arm and more consistency from your shooting.

Lancaster Archery Classic Survey
While at the 2010 Lancaster Archery Classic I was
able to speak with many professional shooters and get
some information about their current setups. I wish I
had gotten more but the sample I did get will give you
an up-to-the-minute idea of what equipment combi-
nations were being used this winter (see table next
page).

Please notice that the draw weight used by some

of the men shows that they are using the same
bow/arrow combination that they planned on shoot-
ing at the first ASA 3-D tournament of 2010. What
this means to me is that they have a combination that
is grouping well at long distance and, therefore, it will
produce lots of X-rings at 20-yards. You can get this
without the high draw weight by selecting a weaker
spined arrow but the goal is the same – find a combi-
nation that groups well at 40 yards—then shoot it at
20-yards!

Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
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When I first became a coach I was puzzled by
many of the instructions that were suggested I use.
For beginning archers who tilted their heads and
leaned over I was taught to ask them to “stand up
straight” or “stand up tall.” The result of this instruc-
tion was that the students almost invariably stood too
tall, their shoulders floated up and their backs arched.
Clearly there were plenty of recognizable faults, but
the suggested corrections didn’t always seem helpful.
Another such instruction was for the followthrough:
archers were told to “hold their form until the arrow
hit the target.” This served the purpose of preventing
dropped bow arms, etc. but it seemed irregular to me
in that as a repetition sport, I wanted each shot to be
like the previous one. And this instruction has archers
holding for the better part of two seconds for a long
shot and a tiny fraction of a second for very short
ones. (In the NFAA the shortest shots were in the 7-
10 yard range and with a 200 fps bow-arrow, it takes
just 0.1 to 0.2 seconds for the arrow to hit the target.
A 100 yard target would take 1.5 seconds for the
arrow, shot from the same bow, to hit the target.)
Where was the consistency in that?

If you can hear my mind whirring up to speed,
you are right. I started to think about the fol-
lowthrough. Here’s what I came up with.

Followthrough Basics (and Some Fine Points)
The sole purpose of the followthrough execution ele-
ment is so the bow doesn’t move in the critical 14 to

20 milliseconds it takes for an arrow to leave the bow.
Assuming the bow is properly positioned so the arrow
will land in target center, any movement of the bow
once the string is loosed increases the likelihood of a
miss.Most of the preceding form/execution elements,
bow hand positioning, having a soft bow hand, creat-
ing a clean release of the string, etc. are designed to
give a definite and consistent launch of the arrows.
Once the string is loosed, inertia in the form of the
bow’s mass keeps the bow from moving. (Newton’s
Law of Inertia (paraphrased) states in part that a body
at rest will stay at rest unless a net force acts upon it,
and the more mass involved the greater the force
needed.) The force of the bow on the arrow is within
the system, not from without, so as long as the archer
doesn’t exert a force on the bow through his/her bow
hand (their only remaining contact with the bow) it
should pretty much stay in that ideal position until
after the arrow is gone.

Some Fine Points Coaches are trained to look for
the tip of the archer’s stabilizer to move straight for-
ward along it’s axis as it’s first movement post string
release (The stabilizer generally being parallel to the
arrow). This is a sign that there was no bow hand
torque involved. If the stabilizer tip moves up, down,
left or right, then some sort of force was loaded into
the bow hand prior to the release. This is called “pre-
loaded bow hand torque” by some.

Every aspect of an archer shot is subject to what
is called normal variation. As an example, if your shot

Following Up
on

Following Through
by Steve Ruis
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takes three seconds from bow raise to loose, if you
measure this time you would find that if three seconds
were the average, some of the shots would be in less
than that time and some in longer than that time. A
graph of the measurements would typically show the
well-known “bell curve” of a “normal” distribution.
Most the measurements would be close to the average
of three seconds and the farther from the average
value you looked, the fewer and fewer measurements
you would fine. A measure of the archer’s consistency
is how skinny the “bell” is (see What Archery Coaches
Need to Know About Normal Variation on page 32).

Normal variation is significant in the fol-

lowthrough in that once the arrow is loosed, the entire
weight of the bow must be born by the bow arm. Prior
to the release, part of the effort to hold the bow up is
shared by the draw side of your body. Since the bow
hand is on the bottom half of the bow, part of the
draw force is “up” and part is “back.” So when the
string is loosed, some focus is needed for the bow arm
to take over the full load. In actuality, the arrow leaves
the bow too fast for the bow arm to drop and affect
the shot . . . until you take into account normal varia-
tion. If your archer gets used to “dropping his/her bow
arm” after the shot, sometimes he/she will be late and
sometime he/she will be early. If early enough, the
bow can be moving downward before the arrow leaves
the string and a low hit is the result. Thus the execu-
tion flaw of “dropping one’s bow arm” is born.

So, to avoid this, focus must be applied during the
followthrough to make sure this doesn’t happen.

Current Teachings
Currently archers are taught to “hold their form” until
the arrow hits the target. But for very short targets
this is a small fraction of a second. What if a short
shot is followed by a long one (which happens not
infrequently in field archery)? You have just imprint-
ed on a short followthrough and now a long one is
needed. This is not an aid to consistency.

In some circles, archers are being taught to drop
their hand from the wrist as part of the fol-
lowthrough. This, I believe, is a mistake. Parts of the
shot are actions, things you do, and parts are reac-
tions, things that happen by themselves. An example
of the former is the draw, you must do this or nothing
happens. An example of the second is the finger
release, it is not something you do, it is some thing
that happens when you stop doing something (you
stop holding the string). The followthrough is almost
all of the latter; it is something that happens. The
only thing that is done is holding the bow arm in full
draw position as much as is possible. The rest just
happens—the bow jumps forward out of the bow

This sequence of G.H.Han of Korea shows her bow arm is rock steady
through the draw, anchor, aiming and release and into the beginning
of her followthrough. The bow has jumped out of her hand and her
finger sling has “caught” the bow. The bow has dropped down also
and will now roll forward due to the weight of the long rod stabiliz-
er. It will execute its “bow” fully before Ms. Han’s bow arm moves
even a centimeter. It is often said that “the bow arm is 60% of the
shot,” primarily because of what is happening here. The shot is not
over until the bow takes a bow.

Photo courtesy of Yoshi Komatsu of Archery magazine in Japan.

Continued on the Next Page
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

hand (a recoil phenomenon) with the archer’s sling
catching it and then, if a heavy enough long rod sta-
bilizer is involved, the bow rolls forward, dragging the
bow hand downward. If no stabilizer is used, the bow
rocks top limb backward because the bow hand is on
the bottom half of the bow and the bow’s mass curves
back toward the archer.

If anything is done, other than trying to hold the
bow arm steady, the archer is interfering with the bow’s
feedback.The behavior of the bow post-release, the so-
called bow reaction, tells the archer what has been done
to the bow, including pre-loaded bow hand torque,

plucked releases, etc. Anything done, post-release caus-
es the bow to tell you how well what you just did was
performed and since anything done post the point the
arrow has left the bow can’t possibly affect the flight of
the arrow, the archer has just obliterated the feedback
the bow provides on each and every shot.

I do not recommend that archers try to do some-
thing during followthrough other than trying to
maintain the full-draw position of their bow arm.

On The Other Hand
I have changed the way I teach the followthrough. I
still emphasize holding the bow arm steady, but I

“Anything done after the
point the arrow has left
the bow can’t possibly
affect the flight of the

arrow, but the archer has just
obliterated the feedback
the bow provides on each

and every shot.”

“ The behavior of the bow
post-release, the so-

called bow reaction, tells
the archer what has been
done to the bow, includ-
ing pre-loaded bow hand
torque, plucked releases,

etc.”

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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issue the instruction as “hold your form until the bow
completes its bow.” The second bow is as in “take a
bow” in stage acting. Beginning archers often grip
their bow’s too tightly, resulting in the bow not bow-
ing at all. So, they are taught to hold the bow gently
and the bow’s bow is confirmation of a soft bow hand.
For archers without stabilizers, the bow is generally
top limb backward. For archers with long rod stabiliz-
ers (and many compound bows which are heavily
reflexed stabilizer or not), the bow is generally for-
ward.

I prefer this approach, because it teaches archers
to use the information available in the followthrough
to evaluate the quality of their shot and because every
shot, long or short, is the same duration, an aid to
shooting consistently.

But, But, . . .
I can hear any number of observant compound
archers sputtering, “But, but, how do you explain the
fact that many (if not most) of the top compound
archers don’t complete a full followthrough?”

This is true and another of a long list of reasons
why beginning and intermediate and even advanced
archers should not copy the form of elite archers. In
compound archery, the bows are much more massive
than in Olympic-style and traditional archer. This
means they have a great deal more inertial mass than
do other bows, which makes them harder to move
upon release. Many elite compound archers cut off a
full followthrough, I believe, to save energy and wear
and tear on their bow arms. (I do not think they con-
sciously decided to do this and trained to do this, it
just happens along the way.) But they have many
thousands of shots done with full followthroughs as
they developed their shot and honed it to perfection.

In Kirk Ethridge’s excellent book, “Professional
Archery Technique,” he had a professional photogra-
pher photograph his followthrough with a strobe
light showing the complete bow of the bow (blink,
blink, blink, . . . ). This is what he recommended for
championship archery form. I don’t know whether
Kirk is still doing a full followthrough, but he made
sure to recommend nothing less.

So, elite compound archers can get away with
truncated followthroughs. Do you see any of the elite
Olympic-style archers doing this? Generally not.

Let your bow and your archer’s bows take a bow.
The feedback received by doing this is invaluable.

The goal of every archer is
normal variation with mini-
mal deviation. Huh, what?

I’ll start again. If an
archer is shooting well, their
shot patterns show that
they are high as often as low
and left as often as right.
They also show shots con-
centrated in the center of
their target.The “tighter” or
closer together these impact
points are, the better the
score and the happier the
archer.

We all exhibit normal
variation in any repetitive task we do. If you were
to log the times you showed up for work every
morning you would find, after a while, that most
of the times hugged your average time of arrival
and the farther you got from that time, the less fre-
quently that happened. This is “normal” variation.

The Classic expression of this is the “Bell
Curve” which shows only one dimension at a time
but clearly shows that the frequency of an occur-
ance of any particular measurement is less frequent
the farther from the average value you get.

A person capable of a narrow Bell Curve is
very precise, showing great repeatability. When
the Bell Curve widens, then one’s reapeatability is
getting worse. (Dispersion is a measure of this.)

Since you can count on this behavior for
everything from arrow impact points to the posi-
tion of the draw elbow at full draw, you can take
some steps to minimize the impact of it. For
example, since a draw elbow shy of being in line
leads to plucking and lower scores, whereas an
elbow “past line” has no effect, having an elbow
“past line” is superior because when normal varia-
tion in draw elbow position is considered, it moves
a great many elbow positions that could have lead
to plucks (those just outside of “in line,” to being
in line or behind line.

What
Archery
Coaches
Need to
Know
About
Normal
Variation

average

above
average

below
average
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What’s themost important aspect of learning to
be a good archer? Our answer to this question is the
essence of being a good archer is being able to relax
and focus under the tension of the draw. But focus on
what? The focus needs to be on what is being done at
every moment during a shot. But stray thoughts keep
jumping into your archer’s heads when they are
shooting, how do we help them focus? It is done by
teach them habits of body and habits of mind. And
the framework for all of these is called a shot
sequence.

What Is a Shot Sequence?
We assume you already know what a shot sequence,
also called a shot routine, is but a little review can’t
hurt. A shot sequence or shot routine is just a series
of steps an archery shot can be broken down into.
The exact number of steps in the sequence isn’t
important. What is important is that everything
done and thought be on the list. We know of some-
one who thinks four is the cor-
rect number of steps for a shot
sequence. During Step One,
there are all of these things one
has to do: step to the shooting
line, take a stance, nock an
arrow, and more. Clearly this is
not just one step. Inside this steps are other steps, we
might call them sub-steps. The same is true for the
nine step shot sequence we recommend to beginners.
Our step “Nock an Arrow” includes quite a number

of details: with the bow held vertical (#1) and in front
of you (#2), fit the nock of an arrow right under the
top nock locator (#3) with the index/cock vane
pointed away from the bow (#4); listen for the “snap”
of the nock (#5) and place the arrow onto the arrow
rest (#6) and, just for good measure, if you are using
a clicker, slide the arrow under the clicker (#7).

You can see that how many actual “steps” there
are is not at all important, but all of how many ever
steps (and sub-steps, and sub-sub-steps) have to
include all of the things your archer does when mak-
ing a shot. Consequently each of your archers may
have a different sequence.

Why a Shot Sequence?
There are a number of reasons why a shot sequence
will help your archers perform. Here are a few.

It Creates a Common Set of Terms When you are
discussing their shots with your students it would be
hard to have any kind of discussion if you are saying

things like, “Well, the thinga-
majig fell off the whoseewhat-
sis and fouled up your whaddy-
acallit.” Having names for parts
of the shots allows you to dis-
cuss your student’s shots in
more detail.

It Creates a Framework for Coaching Too often
archers think that archery practice is just getting to
the range and shooting arrows. This will work; they
will become better archers; but this is also the slow-

AER Articles for Coaches #9

Why You Need to
Teach a Shot
Sequence
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

“A shot sequence com-
bined with the Rule of

Discipline form the core of
all mental programs.”
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est and hardest way to become a better archer. They
basically are asking the bow to teach them how to
shoot. There are easier ways; like getting the help of
a coach like you. But how are your opinions and rec-
ommendations to be formed?

The basis of helping your students to have good
archery performances is you want all of the parts of
your student’s shots to be equally good. Having them
working really hard to have a world class stance when
the rest of their shot is kind of “iffy,” is not a recipe
for success. Instead of working too much on one
aspect, it is better to move on to another part of the
shot. The rule is archers work on their weak points
until those are as good as the good points in their
shot, then they move on to something else. And,
since everything that happens during your shot is
dependent on what happens before, you recommend
they work on things in the order of their sequence.
Working really hard on the end of a shot when the
beginning is no good is probably wasted work
because when they fix the beginning parts it changes
what happens at the end.

This provides organization to your form and exe-
cution recommendations (do things in the order of
the shot sequence) as well as provides guides as to
how much work needs to be done to improve any

particular aspect of the shot (until it
matches the level of quality of the rest
of the shot).

It is the Foundation for Mental Pro-
grams What your archers are thinking is
roughly equally important to what they are

doing physically while shooting. If while drawing the
bow they are thinking about where to put their tro-
phy in their bedroom, or wondering whether their
stance is really right, or wondering whether they have
enough time to do their homework tonight, they are
doomed! To shoot well, their minds must be thinking
only about what they are doing right then, as they are
shooting.

Because of this we ask students learning a shot
sequence for the first time to do it rather deliberate-
ly, with each step separate from the others, by creat-
ing a very short pause between each step. This mode
of introduction establishes clear boundaries to each

“If you haven’t been using a
shot sequence in your own

archery: coach teach thyself!”

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Over
13,00

0 sold
!

Continued on the Next Page
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step, so that the
actions and
thoughts associat-

ed with, say, “draw-
ing the string” will be

confined to just that step.
If they are thinking about
“drawing the string” while they
are taking their stance it is
impossible to focus on getting
their stance right.

A shot sequence combined
with the Rule of Discipline (If anything from a prior
step or from the environment intrudes during your
shot, you must let down and start over.) form the core
of all mental programs.

A Shot Sequence to Start On
On pages 38-41 are a model shot sequence we pro-
vide to our archers. You may want to use this, too.We
are providing a free handout on our website
www.archeryeducationresources.com (under develop-
ment) for you to print and hand out to your student-
archers. Using the sequence terms (followthrough,
set your hands, etc.) will reinforce their learning. In
our recreational curriculum, we ask them to state and

demonstrate the steps with a
stretch band as an indicator of
whether they have learned it or
not. This is not a bad drill to
perform.

“Learning a shot sequence
is even for recreational
archers?” you ask. Our philoso-
phy is not to train recreational
archers just as we do competi-
tive archers, but to train them
so that, if they decide to

become competitive archers, they will not have
learned anything wrong. A shot sequence is so
important to successful archery we teach one to all
archers at the intermediate level.

Final Thoughts
If you haven’t been using a shot sequence in your own
archery: coach teach thyself! We continue to insist
that if you want to coach intermediate archers, you
need to be an intermediate archer (or above). Expe-
rience can’t be learned from books. Intermediate
archers need to learn a shot sequence because they
need it to perform and you need it to help them per-
form better.

“You want all of the parts
of your student’s shots to
be equally good. Having

them working really hard to
have a world class stance
when the rest of their shot
is kind of “iffy,” is not a
recipe for success.”

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional ArcheryTechnique,written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITAWorld
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional ArcheryTechnique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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AER Articles for Archers #8

Why You Need to
Learn a Shot
Sequence
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER

Let me start with asking you a question: would
daydreaming while you are shooting help your archery?
Pretty stupid question, right? Then why do so many
archers do this? The essence of being a good archer is
being able to relax and focus under the tension of the
draw. But focus on what? The focus needs to be on
what you are doing at every moment during a shot. But
stray thoughts keep jumping into our heads when we
are shooting, how do we stop that? It is done by adopt-
ing habits of body and habits of mind. And the frame-
work for all of these is called your shot sequence.

What Is a Shot Sequence?
The shot sequence or shot routine is just a series of
steps your shot can be broken down into. The exact
number of steps in the sequence
isn’t important. What is impor-
tant is that everything you do and
think are on the list. We know of
someone who thinks four is the
correct number of steps. During
Step One, there are all of these
things one has to do: step to the
shooting line, take your stance,
nock an arrow, etc. Clearly this is not just one step.
Inside this steps are a bunch of other steps, sub-steps,
maybe. The same is true for the shot sequence we rec-
ommend to beginners. Our step “Nock an Arrow”
includes quite a number of details: with the bow held
vertical (#1) and in front of you (#2), fit the nock of an
arrow right under the top nock locator (#3) with the
index/cock vane pointed away from the bow (#4); lis-

ten for the “snap” of the nock (#5) and place the arrow
onto the arrow rest (#6) and, just for good measure, if
you are using a clicker, slide the arrow under the click-
er (#7).

You can see that how many actual “steps” there are
is not important, but all of the steps (and sub-steps, and
sub-sub-steps) have to include all of the things you do
when making a shot.

Why a Shot Sequence?
There are a number of reasons why a shot sequence will
help your archery. Here are a few.

It Creates a Common Set of Terms When you are
discussing your shot with your fellow archers it would
be hard to have any kind of discussion if you are saying

things like, “Well, the thingama-
jiggie fell off the whoseewhatsis
and fouled up my whaddyacallit.”
Having names for parts of the
shots allows you to discuss your
shot in more detail with both
your coach and your fellow
archers.

It Creates a Framework for
Practicing Archers often think that archery practice is
just getting to the range and shooting arrows.This will
work; you will become a better archer; but this is also
the slowest and hardest way to become a good archer.
You basically are asking the bow to teach you how to
shoot. There are easier ways.

The basis of archery practice is you want all of the

“The essence of being a
good archer is being able
to relax and focus under
the tension of the draw.
But focus on what?”

Continued on the Next Page



parts of your shot to be equally good.
Working really hard and having a world
class stance when the rest of your shot is

kind of “iffy,” is not a recipe for success.
The rule is you work on your weak points

until they are as good as the good points in your
shot, then you move on to something else. And, since
everything that happens during your shot is dependent
on what happens before, you work on things in the
order of your sequence.Working really hard on the end
of your shot when the beginning is no good is proba-
bly wasted work because when you fix the beginning
parts it changes what happens at the end.

It is the Foundation for Your Mental Program
What you are thinking is roughly equally important to
what you are doing while shooting. If while drawing
the bow you are thinking about where to put your tro-
phy in your bedroom, or wondering whether your
stance is really right, or wondering whether you have
enough time to do your homework tonight, you are
doomed! To shoot well, your mind must be thinking
only about what you are doing right then, as you are
shooting.

Because of this we ask students learning a shot
sequence for the first time to do it rather deliberately,
with each step separate from the others.This introduc-

tion establishes clear boundaries on each step, so that
the actions and thoughts associated with, say, “drawing
the string” will be confined to just that step. If you are
think about “drawing the string” while you are taking
your stance it is hard to focus on getting your stance
right.

A Shot Sequence to Start On
On the next couple of pages are a model shot sequence
we provide to our archers. You may want to use it, too.
Of course, if you want to change the names of things,
the number of steps, etc, you may but everything has to
be kept in the order you do things while shooting.
Drawing the bow without nocking an arrow isn’t going
to help your scores. (Duh!)

There are lots more reasons for why a shot
sequence is useful, but we assume this is enough for
now.A famous professional archer and coach told us he
keeps a list of his shot sequence in his quiver while
shooting. If he starts struggling with his shooting, he
takes out his list and, he insists, that he always finds
that there is something he is leaving out or something
new (and extra) he is putting in that is the cause of his
shooting going bad.

Sounds like good advice.

38 Archery Focus

1
feet shoulder
width apart

knees relaxed

shoulders
“down”

toes on
line to target

feet, knees,
hips, shoul-
ders aligned

(Note—this archer
uses an “open”
stance with his
toes on a line
pointing to the
left of the target)

“take your stance”
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2
“nock an arrow”

“see” the
index fletch
stick out from

the bow

“see” the
arrow below
the top nock

locator

“hear” the
snap onto the

string

(later, maybe)
“see” the

clicker on top
of the arrow

3
drop the wrist
until the bow
rests on the
pad of the

thumb (only)

(Note—later you will
have one finger

over the arrow and
two below—the

“split” finger grip of
the string)

slide the hand,
palm down,
into the pivot

point

curl three fin-
gers around the
string, under the

nock

relax the
hand and

arm

“set your hands”

4 if using a sight,
raise bow so
you are aiming
above the cen-
ter of the target

draw wrist is
relaxed

keep both
shoulders
“down”

draw elbow
should be
“high”

“raise the bow”
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If clicker is
used, draw
ends when
clicker is

“hanging on
the point”shoulders

“down”

draw is
smooth and

strong

“draw”

(Note—this archer
uses an “low”
anchor which is
beneath the chin
rather than a

“high” anchor at
the corner of the

mouth)

feel tension
growing

between your
shoulder
blades

6

“find your anchor”

“see” the
string in the
aiming eye (it
is very fuzzy)

(high anchor)
finger in corner
of mouth, top
finger wrapped
around cheek
bone, press in

(low anchor)
string at

corner of chin,
press up

feel tension
growing

between your
shoulder
blades

5
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7
line up sight
aperture or
arrow point

with your point
of aimrelax

“aim”

feel tension
growing

between your
shoulder
blades

8 bow arm
stays still

keep both
shoulders
“down”

draw hand
slides back
along face
(this is a
“reaction,”
not an

“action”)

“release the string”

9
bow arm
stays still

shoulders
“down”

bow rocks
forward

“follow through”(Note—this archer
uses a stabilizer
and the bow

“bows” forward—
if no stabilizer, it
“bows” back—in
either case the
shot is not over
until the bow

“bows”)

feel tension
growing

between your
shoulder

blades until
bow com-
pletes its
“bow”
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